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Anderson Power Products® Introduces SBS™ Mini DC Power Connector
Anderson Power Products® is excited to introduce the SBS™ Mini, our smallest ever DC power connector in the
legendary SB® product group. Since 1953, the SB® has set a proven record of performance using the innovative flatwiping contact technology. New features were added over time with the launches of the SBS™, SBE®, & SBX®
connectors.
SBS™ Mini securely holds two (2) crimp and poke contacts with sacrificial tips to enable hot swap capabilities on DC
circuits. The low resistance contacts accept 20 to 10 AWG (0.75 to 4.0 mm²) wires allowing up to 52 amps of UL rated
performance per position.
Rugged one-piece housings fully insulate each contact position for 600V capability. SBS™ Mini adds additional insulation
to the mating interface to protect against accidental exposure to live circuits. Easy to grip housings inherit color-coded
mechanical keys from the SB® connector. Each key is assigned a unique color for quick foolproof circuit identification.
This is of particular importance when distinguishing series from parallel connections, or circuits operating at incompatible
voltages.
The compact size, power handling capabilities, and safety features make SBS™ Mini ideal for a broad range of
applications including: UAV’s, Emergency Equipment, Portable Power Storage & Generation, and small-to-mid kVA
capacity
UPS
systems.
For
more
information
regarding
SBS™
Mini
visit
our
website
at
http://www.andersonpower.com/us/en/products/sbs/sbs-mini.aspx.

About Anderson Power Products®
Anderson Power Products® is a leader in developing high quality, low cost, power interconnect solutions for industries
including: Back Up Power Systems, Electrical Vehicles, UPS Systems, Telecommunications High-Technology Devices
and Alternative Energy Solutions. Headquartered in Sterling, MA, Anderson Power Product’s facility is ISO 9001:2008
certified and uses automated manufacturing to offer uncompromising quality. In addition, APP operates a distribution and
assembly facility in Warrington, England to provide support for their European customers, as well as three Asia Pacific
facilities: Shenzhen, China, Shatin Hong Kong and Taichung City 407, Taiwan (R.O.C.).
APP® connectors are available through their authorized distributor network or direct from the factory. For further
information about the company and its products, call 978-422-3600 or visit www.andersonpower.com.
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